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Lecture outline

1. Randomness 

2. PRBG 

3. TRBG 

4. CSPRBG 

(*). QRBG - some practical aspects of cryptography 

5. Tools for testing randomness 

6. Discussion



How to define randomness?



Randomness
What does wikipedia have to say about it?
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Randomness and 
pseudorandomness



Randomness and pseudo-randomness
What are the differences?

difference 1: (source ?) 

difference 2: (generation time ?) 

difference 3: (applicability ?) 

difference 4: (possibility of bitstream prediction) 

difference 5: (ability to influence the observation/recording/generation process ?) 

difference 6: (safety ?) 

difference 7: (reproducibility / uniqueness ?) 



PRBG



Pseudorandom bitstream generation
From seed to bitstream



PRBG and NIST Recommendations



Deterministic random generator structure



Seed
How to create a seed?

Question to discuss with students at lecture: 
  

Where to get entropy from? 



An example of a poor PRBG
PRBG based on LFSR

Question to discuss with students at lecture: 
  

What are the disadvantages of the solution in this example?    

Source(10.10.22): http://www.oocities.org/siliconvalley/screen/2257/vhdl/lfsr/lfsr.html 



An example of a poor PRBG
PRBG based on LFSR

Question to discuss with students at lecture: 
  

What are the disadvantages of the solution in this example?    

Source: http://www.oocities.org/siliconvalley/screen/2257/vhdl/lfsr/lfsr.html

It will produce a pseudorandom sequence of  length 2n-1 states (where n is the number of stages) 
if the LFSR is of maximal length. 


The sequence will then repeat from the initial state for as long as the LFSR is clocked. 




TRBG



True Random Bit Generator
Entropy from phenomena



The simplest hardware TRBG
Entropy from phenomena

Source (10.12.22): https://www.design-reuse.com/articles/5228/lockdown-random-numbers-secure-network-soc-designs.html 

 Question to discuss with students at lecture:  
  

Why isn't this generator perfect? 



Bias in random bitstream
An example on the classroom whiteboard

00000001010101000101001111111111111111111111111100000001111111111111111111111000000011010101001011001010101

11110101010010101001010010010101010100101010101010100101010101001010011111111010111100000011110011101001010



randomness extractor
Post-processing and von Neumann corrector

00000001010101000101001111111111111111111111111100000001111111111111111111111000000011010101001011001010101

11110101010010101001010010010101010100101010101010100101010101001010011111111010111100000011110011101001010

 Question to discuss with students at lecture:  
  

What bitstream will be formed after such correction? 



Quantum True Random Bit Generator
Solutions from IDQ
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Quantum True Random Bit Generator
Solutions from IDQ



Quantum True Random Bit Generator
How it works?



Quantum True Random Bit Generator
Are they really random?
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Are they really random?



CSPRBG



Cryptographically secure PRBG
What does wikipedia have to say about it?



Cryptographically secure PRBG
FORTUNA generator - HW

Source: McEvoy, Robert, et al. "Fortuna: cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generation in 
software and hardware." 2006 IET Irish Signals and Systems Conference. IET, 2006.



Cryptographically secure PRBG
FORTUNA generator - seed procedure

Source: McEvoy, Robert, et al. "Fortuna: cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generation in 
software and hardware." 2006 IET Irish Signals and Systems Conference. IET, 2006.



Tools for evaluating randomness



Ent



NIST test for randomness



NIST test for randomness
Statistical tests



NIST test for randomness
Statistical tests



Dieharder: A Random Number Test Suite



EC and Random Bit Generators



Whiteboard exercise with students in the classroom

Imagine that we are designing an edge system, 
 which should include a random number generator. 

 What absolutely should be paid attention to  
when selecting such a generator or designing it?


